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and professor at Seattle Pacific 
University..He.is.an.evangelical.
whose. theology. has. been. in-
fluenced largely by Methodism 
(ideals of a sanctified life). He 
has. published. several. books.
including.a.commentary.on.the.
book. of. Acts. (“The. Acts. of. the.
Apostles”;.Vol..10.of.the.New In-
terpreters Bible,.2002)..Anthony.







The.book.Called to be church.
is.divided.into.15.chapters,.each.
containing.about.20.pages..The.
reader. is. fully. engaged. in. the.
reading. of. each. chapter,. first.
as. “Interpreting. Acts. as. Scrip-
ture” (first half of each chapter) 
then.“Engaging.Acts.for.Today’s.
Church”. (second. half. of. each.
chapter)..An.outstanding.feature.
of. the. book. is. having. both. the.
interpretation.and.engagement/
application. of. the. text. side. by.
side..This. interplay.of.methods.
entices. the. reader. to. continue.
reading. in. order. to. see. what.
both. authors. are. saying. and.
what.comes.next..The.reader.is.
kept. interested. and. curious. to.
see.what.kind.of. interpretation.
or.biblical.exegesis.Wall.is.doing.







Chapter. 1. (“Why. Acts?. Why.
Now?”). sets. the. context. for. the.
entire.book..It.keeps.“interpret-
ing”.and. “engaging”. from.para-
graph. to. paragraph—a. kind. of.
synopsis. of. the. whole. book’s.
main. ideas.. While. this. chapter.
explores. the. message. of. Acts.
as. a. whole,. at. the. same. time.
it. demonstrates. that. Acts. is. a.
timely. and. relevant. book. for. a.
postmodern. church.. Like. Acts,.
Called to be Church.is.indeed.a.
book.to.be.experienced!.
The. book. is. based. on. the.
Scripture’s.assumption.that.the.
intention. of. God. is. to. form. a.
people,.a.community,.and.a.vis-
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ible.body..This.assumption.chal-
lenges. the. postmodern. culture.
which.emphasizes.individualism.
and. personal. spirituality.. Acts.
is.thus.a.timely.book.because.it.





One. of. the. strengths. of. the.
book.is.that.it.engages.Western.
Christianity,.especially.the.North.
American. church..Both. the. in-
terpretation. of. the. biblical. text.
and. the. application. or. “engag-
ing.Acts.for.today’s.church”.are.










applications of Acts will fit the 
world.church..








story?. (3). What. does. Acts. teach.
us.about.God?.(4).What.role.does.
Acts. continue. to. perform. within.
the.New.Testament?.
The. main. part. of. the. book.
(chapters.3.to.14).focuses.on.the.
interpretation.and.application.of.






29;. 16:11-40;. 17:16-34;. 20:17-
38;.and.25:1-12)..The.book.deals.











It. is. interesting. to.note. that.









Some. stories. and. practical.
examples.are.provided,.but.I.wish.
there.would.be.more.illustrations.





analogies. presented. there. were.
quite. confusing. and. in. my. view.
Scripture. was. trumped. by. the.
arguments.and.questions.of. the.
author.in.this.particular.case..A.
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tained. that. Scripture. trumps.









the reader to reflect on what was 
just.presented.and/or.read.
Overall,. Called to be church.
is.a.unique.and.timely.book. in.
its. category.. It. brings. together.
biblical.theology.(exegetical.stud-
ies).and.fresh.practical.pastoral.




have. provided. a. much. needed.
and. balanced. combination. of.
biblical.scholarship.with.contem-
porary.pastoral.insights..
Called to be church.in.my.view.
is.mostly.for.pastors.and.theol-
ogy.students,.but.it.can.also.be.
used. by. church. lay. leaders. as.













B r a d s h a w ,.
B r u c e . . 2 0 0 2 ..
Change across cul-
tures: A narrative 






Change across cultures. is.
Bruce. Bradshaw’s. call. for. a.
biblical.view.of.the.kosmos..He.
argues. that. every. culture.has.













only. when. the. narratives. are.
altered.. Bradshaw’s. emphasis.
is. not. just. on. social. change,.
but.he.also.suggests.that.these.
narratives. influence. the. way.
people.interpret.Scripture..Pro-
ducing. social. change. through.
the. use. of. narratives. is. more.
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